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Of course, we can't all have bespoke Balenciaga gowns, but we're here to help you find something just as beautiful. Forever Unique's embellished neck number is top of our list, or Carmen Marc Valvo's midi dress is a more wearable take on the trend.
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From the 1730s "engineer" in North American English was being used as a synonym for "engineman", she says, applied specifically to the driver or operator of a fire engine, then later to drivers of steamships and steam-powered locomotives.
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And he loves Harper's game, from how he carries himself to this body language on the field and the stuff he does in the moments others don't much notice. The kind of things, one presumes, that other ballplayers can notice pretty easily that the rest of us can't as easily.
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“It’s embarrassing,” McDonagh said. “There are a lot of things you want to say right now, but talking doesn’t do much. Our guys better figure it out quickly and realize that stupid, selfish penalties are going to cost us against this team.”
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Then comes the job of analysing the results, which falls to Mr Mason and his colleagues. They are hopeful that the app - and anyone who plays the game - will make a useful contribution to monitoring the numbers, distribution and activity of tigers in the wild.
Apple’s arguments are largely that Samsung’s smartphones changed significantly after the release of the iPhone. It asserts that devices like the Samsung Galaxy S and the Galaxy Nexus were “a rectangular product with four evenly rounded corners,” and that the presentation of these devices was in no way related to usability.

Many retailers have been struggling, but that is not the case at companies that cater to home owners. Both Lowe’s and Home Depot have seen comparable-store sales in the U.S. rise over the past three consecutive quarters.

"If you take the consolidation as a whole, this parliament and the last, then it’s unprecedented since at least the Second World War," said Emmerson. "We’ve generally only cut for two years in a row, not eight or nine."

Like many people, Daniel believes nicotine gum is far less harmful for him than smoking. Doctors worldwide agree. By giving up cigarettes, they say, Daniel has removed at least 90 percent of the health risks of his habit.

Angela Merkel, once dubbed the "climate chancellor", hopes to encourage the Group of Seven industrial nations to commit to tough goals to cut greenhouse gases at a June 7-8 summit in Bavaria before a larger year-end United Nations climate meeting in Paris.
The activists say they are concerned about the risk of an oil spill in the remote Arctic waters and the effects that tapping new frontiers of oil and gas reserves will have on global warming. Officials in Alaska have touted the economic benefits that drilling could bring there and to the Pacific Northwest.
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The Conservatives say the welfare reforms will create a fairer system, supporting only those who need it and pushing others back into work. Campaigners say further reductions will disproportionately hit those in poverty and the disabled.